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a b s t r a c t

The acquisition of geological attitudes on rock cuts using traditional field compass survey can be a time
consuming, dangerous, or even impossible task depending on the conditions and location of outcrops.
The importance of this type of data in rock-mass classifications and structural geology has led to the
development of new techniques, in which the application of photogrammetric 3D digital models has had
an increasing use. In this paper we present two algorithms for extraction of attitudes of geological
discontinuities from virtual outcrop models: ply2atti and scanline, implemented with the Python pro-
gramming language. The ply2atti algorithm allows for the virtual sampling of planar discontinuities
appearing on the 3D model as individual exposed surfaces, while the scanline algorithm allows the
sampling of discontinuities (surfaces and traces) along a virtual scanline. Application to digital models of
a simplified test setup and a rock cut demonstrated a good correlation between the surveys undertaken
using traditional field compass reading and virtual sampling on 3D digital models.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Structural attitudes of rock planar discontinuities such as joints,
fractures and faults, are essential data with numerous applications,
from rock-mass classification to classical structural geology.
However, their acquisition by field mapping with magnetic com-
pass measurements can be time consuming (especially in surveys
for geotechnical applications when hundreds or thousands of
measurements must be taken), dangerous (when performed on
high slopes or unstable areas) or even impossible (e.g., in Planetary
Sciences). These points have led to the development of safer, faster
and more cost-efficient techniques to acquire this kind of data.

Acquisition of geological data from three-dimensional digital
models has become more common in the past few years (Assali
et al., 2014; Haneberg, 2008; Sturzenegger and Stead, 2009; Vasuki
et al., 2014; Westoby et al., 2012). The emergence of digital pho-
togrammetric techniques, and especially those based on Structure
from Motion (SfM – Wu et al., 2011; Wu, 2013; Moulon and Bezzi,
2012) can make 3D photogrammetric reconstruction of rock out-
crops easier and more accessible, as they can be performed with
reia@usp.br (A. Endlein),
relatively low-cost digital cameras and on desktop computers.
These advances made digital photogrammetry a valid alternative
to the more expensive and complex method of terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS) (Tavani et al., 2014).

Generally speaking the SfM algorithm uses a given set of par-
tially overlapping images to automatically detect common points
in image pairs and, then, calculate the camera parameters and 3D
coordinates of each point, generating a sparse point-cloud. This
cloud can be densified by interpolation of the initially recognized
points, creating a dense point-cloud. The point-cloud can then be
used to generate a triangular irregular mesh. Depending on the
application both point-clouds and meshes can be resampled to
generate a model with regular spacing or decimated to reduce
polygon/face count and speed up processing. The generated mesh
can also be used to calculate a raster Digital Elevation Model
(DEM). After mesh generation, the image information is assigned
to each mesh triangle using a texture map. A (U,V) coordinate is
assigned to each triangle vertex, representing a point in the tex-
ture map. These coordinates allow to crop a triangle in the texture
map and paste it onto the corresponding triangle of the mesh
(Tavani et al., 2014).

For TLS technique, the characteristics of the equipment define
the maximum detail level that can be acquired. In this case, two
kinds of resolution can be defined: The range resolution, which
accounts for its ability to differentiate two objects on the same
line-of-sight and is governed by pulse length (typically 3–4 mm
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Fig. 1. Representation of a scanline procedure on an outcrop with two dis-
continuity families (F1 and F2). The A–B line is parallel to the outcrop face, so the
structures perpendicular to the face are better represented on the sampling. The
real spacing S can be calculated using the mean family distance d and the acute
angle α between the scanline and the plane trace.
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for a long range instrument); and the angular resolution, which is
the ability to distinguish two objects on adjacent line-of-sights
and depends on spatial sampling interval and laser beam width
which should lead to a corresponding spatial resolution of 10–
15 mm at 50 m distance (Pesci et al., 2011).

The detail level acquired on photogrammetry is dependent on
image quality and resolution. In principle, almost any kind of
camera can be used to generate a 3D model using SfM method,
from professional Digital Single-Lens Reflex (DSLR) to compact
‘point and shoot’ cameras, but in order to obtain an accurate
model DSLR cameras are recommended as they have more control
over settings, interchangeable lenses and often have higher re-
solution. Besides, they can shoot in RAW, an uncompressed file
format which when losslessly converted to TIFF is best for pho-
togrammetry application. One measure of resolution limitation
due to sampling is called Ground Sample Distance (GSD). GSD is
the linear distance between two consecutive pixel centers mea-
sured on the ground. This value is a function of the camera pixel
size (PI), lens focal length (f) and the distance between the camera
and the object (D) (Eq. (1)). The bigger the GSD value, the coarser
the spatial resolution of the image (less visible details). Compared
to TLS, it is easier to increase the detail level by changing camera
lens or reducing the D distance.

= × ( )GSD D PI f/ 1

Digital meshes are a common 3D representation in computer
graphics and solid modeling, where objects are represented by a
collection of vertices, edges and faces. Meshes are also a usual
result of digital photogrammetric software. Thus a problem that
arises is the extraction of structural attitudes from meshes re-
presenting rock outcrops.

There are two ways in which a discontinuity (or a more generic
surface, e.g. a rock layer) can appear on an outcrop: as an in-
dividual exposed surface or as a trace, i.e. an intersection between
the discontinuity plane and outcrop surface. Individual surfaces
are more likely to appear from planes that are parallel or near-
parallel to the outcrop and traces from those that are perpendi-
cular to near-perpendicular to the outcrop. Therefore, in this paper
we present two algorithms for extraction of attitudes of geological
discontinuities from virtual outcrop models: ply2atti and scanline.
The ply2atti algorithm allows the virtual sampling of planar dis-
continuities appearing on the 3D model as individual surfaces,
giving their centroid coordinates, geological attitude and an esti-
mation of their persistence. In this algorithm, all the points within
a selected surface are used to calculate the plane attitude using
eigenanalysis. The scanline algorithm allows the sampling of dis-
continuities, both surfaces and traces, along a virtual scanline,
giving their position along the line, geological attitude and an
estimation of their persistence. In this case three points are se-
lected for each feature identified along the virtual scanline and the
attitude calculation is made using vector algebra to solve the well
known “three-point” problem.

1.1. Scanline sampling

In rock mechanics and related fields, the challenge has always
been to describe the three-dimensional properties of a rock mass
using one- (drill cores) or two-dimensional (free rock faces) sur-
veys. According to the International Society for Rock Mechanics
(ISRM, 1978) there are two types of rock discontinuity sampling
approaches: subjective (biased) and objective (random). The sub-
jective survey describes only the discontinuities considered im-
portant, thus relying on the judgment of the professional who
performs it. The objective method describes all the discontinuities
intersecting a fixed line or within a given area. Despite the speed
of the first method over the second, in cases where it is not pos-
sible to identify structural domains or discontinuities families, the
objective approach is the better option.

The most used objective sampling method is the scanline, or
detail-line. It is a fast systematic survey, which consists in the
placement of an arbitrary line using a measuring tape parallel to
the outcrop along which, for each discontinuity that crosses the
tape, its position along the line and orientation is measured, along
with other descriptions (i.e., aperture, persistence, roughness etc.)
(Fig. 1). The main disadvantage of this method is that the sampling
is dependent on the orientation of the scanline, resulting in under-
sampling of structures oriented parallel to it. Such problems can be
reduced by correcting for the effects of non-random orientation of
exposed rock surface according to Terzaghi (1965).

The wide use of this sampling method in geotechnics is justi-
fied by the possibility of obtaining not only the discontinuity or-
ientations, but also the distribution of these structures within the
rock mass. Using their position along the line it is possible to
calculate the mean spacing x of N discontinuities measured along a
scanline of length L, the frequency λ (number of structures per
measurement unit) (Priest and Hudson, 1981) and real spacing
between discontinuities S (ISRM, 1978) as demonstrated by Eqs.
(2)–(4) where α is the acute angle between the scanline and the
trace of the plane (Fig. 1). This information is specially useful to
classify rock masses and evaluate rock stability as they allow to
calculate block sizes.

= ( )x L N/ 2

λ = = ( )N L x/ 1/ 3

α= ( )S x sen 4

2. Methods

The general workflow proposed in this paper can be seen in
Fig. 2. Further information about each step is presented in the
next sections. Herein we tested the algorithms to identify dis-
continuity planes ranging in size from a few decimeters to a few
meters on irregular triangular meshes generated using SfM tech-
nique but, in principle, they can also be used to identify larger
features such as rock layers and major faults on regularly spaced



Fig. 2. Flow chart of general procedure adopted in this paper.
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digital terrain models (DTM).

2.1. Site description

In order to compare traditional field compass measurements
with virtually-obtained attitudes, two different sites were sur-
veyed. The first one (Site 1) is composed of four wooden planes,
used for didactical purposes, with different dip angles and surface
areas, and a vertical concrete plane. They were arbitrarily placed
within a local coordinate system created on an outdoor planar
ground surface using a Cocla geological stratum compass and
Fig. 3. Screenshot of Site 1 digital model. PCV la
adhesive tape to place the x, y, and z local axes parallel to East,
North and vertical upwards, respectively. A measuring tape was
used to mark 0.5 m spaced points on the axes (Fig. 3). These points
were used for further georeferencing. The planes attitudes were
measured with the Cocla geological stratum compass for control.

The second test site (Site 2) is a 130 m-long and 40 m-high
metadolomite rock cut in an open pit quarry, located in Santana de
Parnaíba city, São Paulo state, southeastern Brazil. For georefer-
encing, six ground control points (GCP) were placed on the rock
cut and surveyed using a Topcon GPT-3200N reflectorless total
station, which can provide a 7(3 mmþ2 ppm�D) m.s.e.
beled points indicate ground control points.



Fig. 4. Screenshot of Site 2 digital model with indication of the surveyed scanlines and individual planes. PC1 labeled points indicate ground control points.
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accuracy. We measured two scanlines and twelve individual dis-
continuity surfaces in the field using a Cocla geological stratum
compass (Fig. 4).

2.2. Photogrammetric models

The image acquisition was performed using a Nikon D200 di-
gital camera with a 23.6 mm�15.8 mm CCD sensor (3872�2592
pixels; PI¼6,19 microns) and a 28 mm focal length lens. The digital
models were generated with Agisoft Photoscan professional edi-
tion (version 1.0.1) (Agisoft, 2014) a Structure-from-Motion based
photogrammetric software. Further information about geological
3D digital models using Structure from Motion software can be
found in Sturzenegger and Stead (2009) and Westoby et al. (2012).
We first selected the best images based on scene relevance and
image quality. No pre-calibration or post-mesh editing were per-
formed. The processing options used and resulting model char-
acteristics are shown in Table 1.

2.3. Algorithms

The algorithms were written in Python (Python Software
Foundation, 2013), using the NumPy library (Oliphant, 2006) and
the NetworkX package (Hagberg et al., 2008). Feature selection
was made with MeshLab software (Cignoni et al., 2008). Both
scripts are provided in Section 5.

2.3.1. Attitude calculation using vectors
Planar rock discontinuities representation by means of a unit

vector parallel to their poles is very useful when processing this
Table 1
Characteristics and parameters set on Photoscan software for the digital models of
Site 1 and Site 2.

Site 1 Site 2

Number of images 58 78
Mean distance (m) 2.3 30.2
GSD (m) 0.0005 0.006
Error (pixel) 0.82 0.34

Parameters for photo alignment
Accuracy High High
Pair selection Disabled Disabled

Parameters for dense point cloud
Quality Ultra high Ultra high
Depth filtering mode Aggressive Aggressive

Parameters for 3D mesh
Surface type Arbitrary Arbitrary
Source data Dense cloud Dense cloud
Polygon count High High

Parameters for texturing
Mapping mode Generic Generic
Blending mode Mosaic Mosaic
type of data in computational environments, as they allow for easy
manipulation. Considering the x, y, and z axes referring, respec-
tively, to East, North and vertical upwards, a plane with dip di-
rection α and dip θ has the unit vector u parallel to its pole de-
scribed by Eq. (5). The transformation of the unit vector back to
geological attitude is calculated according to Eqs. (6) and (7),
comparing the sign to determine the dip direction quadrant.
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2.3.2. Scanline algorithm and workflow
The placement of a virtual scanline was made manually on

MeshLab using the PickPoints tool. First, the start-end points of the
line are placed by right clicking on their respective locations.
Afterwards, for each individual recognizable surface and trace
along the scanline that crosses it, three points are placed: two at
start-end and one mid-point. The digital surface texture and high
point density ensures that, even for traces, the three selected
points for each feature are extremely unlikely to be collinear, al-
lowing a “three-point problem” solution. The selected points are
then exported on a XML file with .pp termination, which stores X,
Y, and Z coordinates of all the selected points – being scanline
start-end points and three points per discontinuity – and point
names (Fig. 5).

For each selected feature, considering three non-collinear
points a, b and c, a perpendicular resultant vector d can be cal-
culated from the cross product of a pair of the difference vectors

between them, as shown in Eq. (8) and Fig. 6. The normalized d̂
vector (unit vector) can then be used with Eqs. (6) and (7) to ob-
tain the geological coordinates of the plane it represents (Eq. (9)).
An approximate persistence value (discontinuity extent or length)
is obtained as the magnitude of the largest difference vector be-
tween the three vectors.

= ( − ) × ( − ) ( )b a c ad 8

^ =
∥ ∥ ( )

d
d
d 9

To calculate the discontinuity position p along the line, con-
sidering an ab scanline and the discontinuity centroid point c,
found as the mean of the three points, the projection of the plane
on the scanline is calculated according to Eq. (10). This procedure
provides results similar to measurements performed during a field
scanline survey, as it gives the discontinuity nearest position on
the measure tape.



Fig. 5. Screenshot of sampling procedure using PickPoints tool on MeshLab. The green prism indicates the scanline start point. On the zoomed image the dashed lines
indicate the discontinuities and the white numbers (“1” and “2” indexes) show the three selected points for each plane, as they appear on the screen. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Calculation of the normal vector d̂ using three points (a, b and c) of a tri-
angular mesh.
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2.3.3. ply2atti algorithm and workflow
The sampling of individual recognizable discontinuity surfaces on

the 3Dmodel is carried out in a different way. The digital measure of
an extended surface on a digital model comprises a large number of
points, unlike discrete compass measures at chosen locations
(Sturzenegger and Stead, 2009). The virtual selection of the surfaces
was made in MeshLab software using the .obj file of the 3D digital
models generated on Photoscan. The .obj contains the vertex
coordinates, vertex normal coordinates, vertex texture coordinates,
vertex normal indices and list of vertices for each face.

Each individual discontinuity plane was manually selected
using the ZPainting tool, using it to color in the whole plane. To
produce a pure color (i.e., with no transparency value) it is re-
commended to place the hardness setting on its maximum and to
acquire greater precision it is possible to reduce the brush size
according to the need. This procedure allows to classify different
sets, based on geological or relevance criteria, using different
colors during the selection. The RGB color values used in each
selection are noted. For further processing, the painted digital
model was exported in .ply file format, without binary encoding
and texture coordinates. The .ply file contains the X,Y,Z co-
ordinates, nX,nY,nZ normal coordinates and RGB values for each
vertex, and the list of vertices that comprise each face of the mesh
(Fig. 7).

The ply2atti algorithm selects from the whole mesh the vertices
that have been painted with the given colors, building from these a
graph, whose edges are built from the mesh faces information.
Then, using a graph search algorithm it separates in individual
planes each collection of vertices that share the same color and are
connected by edges between vertices of the same color (connected
components, in graph terminology). Given this, it is important to
carefully select each plane so that neighboring surfaces do not
share any connection. If so, they will be considered as an unique
feature, as demonstrated in Fig. 8.

Considering a matrix comprising the vertices coordinates
within the selected plane, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of its
covariance matrix (Eq. (11)) represent the axes and relative lengths
of the dataset best-fit ellipsoid. Being λ λ λ> >1 2 3 the eigenvalues,
three extreme shapes are expected: spherical for λ λ λ= =1 2 3, pla-
nar for λ λ λ= ⪢1 2 3 and linear for λ λ λ⪢ =1 2 3. Therefore, for planar
discontinuities, the third eigenvector is parallel to the plane nor-
mal and, after being normalized, it can be used to calculate the
geological attitude of the plane.

Given a geometric surface, the surface normal at a certain point



Fig. 7. Screenshot of sampling procedure using ZBrush tool on MeshLab. The white circle indicates the brush type and its size can be adjusted according to the plane
extension to acquire greater precision.Interpreted sets are selected using different colors. In cases where the set identification is difficult, all planes can be selected using the
same color, and the set interpretation made on a stereogram. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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is the vector perpendicular to the surface in that point. Numeri-
cally, for a set of N orientation data, Vollmer (1990) describes the
expected shapes through three ratios (Eqs. (12)–(14)). They re-
present, respectively, the data set proximity to the punctual (P),
girdle (G) and random (R) distributions. If a perfectly flat surface is
Fig. 8. Example of plane selection using ZPainting tool on MeshLab. On the correct se
considered as four graphs. On the right image (wrong selection), planes 3 and 4 are conn
value.
composed by a set of points, the expected distribution for its N
normals is punctual, as they are parallel one to another. The girdle
distribution is expected for a wavy (or curved) surface, as a result
of a dispersion of the surface normals and the random distribu-
tion, for example, for a spherical surface or, considering a point
lection (left image) the four planes do not share any connections so they will be
ected, so the algorithm will process them as a single graph, giving a wrong attitude



Table 2
Geological attitude of the selected planes on Site 1 measured with compass and
calculated by ply2atti algorithm. Angular deviation between measures, number of
digital model faces used for the calculation and shape ratios are included.
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cloud, a surface with noise data.
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The directional data statistics can be done by several means.
Fisher (1953) presents the Fisher distribution for the tridimen-
sional unit vector modeling on a sphere. This distribution, sym-
metric about the mean value, describes the angular distribution of
orientations about a mean orientation vector. The probability
density function is expressed by Eq. (15), where θ is the angular
deviation from the mean vector and K is the “Fisher constant”. The
Fisher K express the tightness or dispersion of the orientations
about the mean vector. For data sets larger than 30 vectors, the
value can be estimated by Eq. (16), where N is the number of
vectors and R is the length of the resultant vector.
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The algorithm calculates the shape ratios and the Fisher K for
the selected planes in order to guarantee that the selected features
are planar. Additionally, the mean vector of the normal vectors
belonging to each selected plane is calculated to give its centroid
coordinates. An approximate persistence value is given calculating
the distance between the extreme points for each plane.

2.4. The user interface

For both scripts, the user interface is the command line. To cal-
culate discontinuity attitudes using ply2atti, the user must type the
script name followed by the input .ply file name, the desired
output option and the RGB values of the color (or colors) used in
feature selection. The �n option outputs each different colored
plane in a single file (Ex. 1) and, in cases where multiple colors are
used, the �j option stores all results in a single output file (Ex. 2).

To run the scanline algorithm the user must type on the com-
mand line the script name followed by the input .pp file name, as
shown in Ex. 3. The resultant data is printed to stdout as: dip di-
rection, dip, point ID, scanline distance, estimated persistence and
the acute angle between the discontinuity and the scanline
direction.

Ex. 1. 4python ply2atti.py -f filename.ply �n R,G,B

Ex. 2. 4python ply2atti.py -f filename.ply � j R1,G1,B1 R2,G2,B2

Ex. 3. 4python scanline.py filename.pp

Plane Compass

reading
Digital
attitude

Angular
deviation
(deg)

Number
of faces

K P G R

1 183/10 182/08 2.006 4733 579.77 0.99 0.01 0.00
2 235/20 232/20 1.026 7885 1042.81 1.00 0.00 0.00
3 040/70 035/71 4.818 338 44.53 0.93 0.02 0.05
4 133/20 135/17 3.006 9903 530.44 0.99 0.00 0.00
5 180/90 179/88 2.236 29,024 100.01 0.96 0.02 0.02
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Site 1

The 3D digital model of the wooden planes was constructed
from 58 photographs, and comprises 971,040 vertices and
1,936,500 faces (Fig. 3). The georeferencing total error is 0.005 m
and the GSD is 0.0005 meters. The error obtained is very low
considering the accuracy of scaling, which is influenced both by
compass and measuring tape precision. Manual marker placement
when registering images on Photoscan is also affected by the high
model resolution as the targets were approximately 0.02 m high
and 0.002 m wide, comprising about 160 pixels.

The five plane faces selected in MeshLab were processed using
the ply2atti script and the results are presented in Table 2. The
resulting data shows that the angular deviation between tradi-
tional compass measuring and digital attitudes is between 1° and
4°. The highest difference is associated to plane 3, which did not
have its complete reconstruction (Fig. 9), possibly due to its steep
dip (70°), reduced area and shadowing. Shape parameters (Fisher,
1953; Vollmer, 1990) indicate a punctual distribution of the ver-
tices normal comprising the discontinuity surface, consistent with
the expected for planar discontinuities.

3.2. Site 2

The 3D digital model of the rock cut was constructed from 78
photographs, and comprises 3,193,916 vertices and 6,373,899 fa-
ces. The georeferencing total error is 0.03 m and the GSD 0.006
meters (Fig. 4). As on Site 1, the area of targets (approx.
0.04�0.04 m2) may have influenced the accuracy of markers
placed manually on Photoscan. The GCP distribution may also have
affected this result since the targets were placed at the toe of the
slope due to an access limitation. When registering images it is
strongly recommended that the distribution of the GCP is uniform
within the area. Another option for GCP placement is the printable
coded targets available on Photoscan. Coded targets are printed
markers that can be placed in the scene before photo shooting and
are automatically recognized by Photoscan, allowing a more ac-
curate and faster measurement of GCPs. The downside is that they
are not weather resistant, so in the need of multiple photo ses-
sions on different days the targets may move or be damaged, that
is why we chose to paint the markers directly on the rock wall.

3.2.1. Virtual linear sampling (scanline algorithm)
The virtual linear sampling was performed at the same loca-

tions of the field scanlines. Table 3 shows the frequency, mean
spacing and theoretical RQD (RQD*) (Priest and Hudson, 1976)
results for the field and virtual surveys. The difference in the
number of discontinuities measured by the two methods can be
explained by the positioning of the field scanline, usually at the
base of the slope, and thus too close to the digital model edges.
Furthermore, discontinuities of limited extension may not be
visible on the digital 3D model due to the spatial resolution of the
photographs. For both survey methods, the RQD* values (Deere
and Deere, 1989) classify the rock mass as very good quality.

Considering virtual scanlines in different positions on the slope
but with the same direction, the frequencies obtained are similar.



Fig. 9. Detail of reconstruction failure of plane 3 in Site 1 digital model. PCV labeled points indicate ground control points.

Table 3
Calculated parameters for total data resulting from traditional field scanlines and
virtual line sampling.

Scanline 1 Scanline 2

Field Virtual Field Virtual

Frequency (joint/m) 0.273 0.441 2.749 0.490
Mean spacing (m) 3.664 2.267 0.364 2.041
RQD* 0.1 m (%) 99.963 99.91 96.847 99.88
RQD* 0.3 m (%) 99.682 99.20 79.968 99.02
RQD* 1.0 m (%) 96.888 92.71 23.998 91.28
Number of poles 40 33 48 10
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However, the virtual frequency value for Scanline 2 was much
smaller than that obtained by the field survey. This difference
suggests a limitation imposed by the photographs spatial resolu-
tion, causing a lack of sensitivity to very small or less-persistent
discontinuities along the virtual sampling lines. For example,
considering the GSD, a discontinuity with a 0.1 m persistence ap-
pears on the image as 17 pixels, making it difficult to be visually
identified and so lowering the count of discontinuities per meter.

The discontinuity measures obtained by virtual and field sam-
pling (Fig. 10) were classified into attitude sets by cluster analysis
using DIPS software, version 6.0 (Rocscience, 2013). At first sight
the identified sets are the same for both methods (Fig. 11). The
angular deviation between the mean pole planes of the same set
by each method were calculated (Table 4). The angular deviations
range from 14.03° to 23.23°. A possible explanation is the strong
scatter of measures of the studied rock mass. The discontinuity
surfaces are often irregular and wavy, which makes a cluster
analysis difficult and causes the attitudes obtained by the virtual
sampling to represent a mean surface of the discontinuity, unlike
the discrete field compass measures.

The calculated parameters for the sets present no significant dif-
ferences on frequency and spacing values obtained by virtual and field
sampling. Virtual linear sampling presented larger persistence values.
Persistence remains one of the most difficult rock mass parameters to
quantify in field scanline surveys (ISRM, 1978), so the values obtained
on the traditional field sampling may be underestimated.
3.2.2. Individual planes (ply2atti algorithm)
Twelve individual recognizable discontinuity planes were se-

lected using MeshLab and processed using ply2atti algorithm and
its attitudes were also taken in the field with magnetic compass.
The results are presented in Table 5. We observed an angular de-
viation ranging from 4° to 29° between the field compass measure
and the virtual measures. The larger deviations are associated to:
irregularity and curviness of the real discontinuity surface on
planes 2, 7 and 11; distortion of the digital generated surface on
planes 4 and 5; little persistent and very oblique discontinuity on
plane 12. In very irregular discontinuities surfaces the angular
deviation can be understood as a sampling/data fitting difference.
In such cases, a single measure taken with a compass represents a
small fraction of the total surface, while digitally obtained atti-
tudes are a mean value of the whole surface.

The differences associated to distortions on the generated di-
gital surface can be avoided with pre- or post-processing for noise
removal. In addition, discontinuities close to the 3D digital model
edges, where there is larger surface distortion, should be avoided.

As discussed in Section 2, for planar discontinuities we ex-
pected that the angular deviations between field and virtual
measurements would be smaller for near punctual data distribu-
tions. We observed that even for wavy surfaces (e.g., plane 11) the
P value is near 1. These results show that the use of the four ei-
genvalue-based indexes proposed by Vollmer (1990) to assist in
discriminating distribution of a data set do not apply to real wavy
and irregular surfaces as a measure of flatness. It can be assumed
that the dispersion given to the surface normals of a wavy dis-
continuity plane is not significant enough to be identified in the
orientation data distribution, thus the visual inspection of the
discontinuity surface during the virtual sampling is necessary to
identify irregular/distorted planes.

It must be pointed out that there is a difference between the
data provided by the field scanline survey and the photogram-
metric approach. The digital model favors the sampling of those
planes parallel or near-parallel to the free rock face, perpendicular
to the line of sight of the camera. On the other hand, the field
scanline technique favors those planes perpendicular or near-
perpendicular to the scanline direction. This variation may affect
data density provided by both methods and the identification of



Fig. 10. Stereographic projection of: (a) 43 poles obtained by virtual line sampling and (b) 88 poles obtained by traditional field line sampling. Schmidt–Lambert diagram,
lower hemisphere.
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discontinuity sets. Therefore, it can be of great value to jointly
analyze the data, applying a weighting to account the sampling
bias introduced by orientation data collecting by both methods.

The accuracy and quality of the 3D model influences on the
results. The smaller angular deviations observed are associated
with the more detailed model (Site 1, smaller GSD). Considering
the same surface area imaged at two different settings, the one
with the smaller resultant GSD will generate a 3D surface with a
higher number of points (more detailed) and, therefore, suitable
for a best fitting. This observation points to a need of planning the
image acquisition based on the size of the smallest feature the user
wants to be visible on the 3D model.
4. Conclusions

The application of the developed method was successful. The
comparison between the traditional field magnetic compass
measures and virtual sampling over 3D photogrammetric-based
digital models shows that the latter is reliable.

Attitude measurements of individual planes both by virtual and
field techniques, on artificial models and on real complex outcrop,
show consistent results. The identification of fractures sets, its
frequency and persistency show some significant differences,
which can be partially explained by the greater extensiveness of
the photogrammetric survey over a large outcrop compared with
the more localized field measurements with a compass.



Fig. 11. Stereographic projection of mean attitude of joint sets obtained by traditional scanlines (triangles) and virtual line sampling (crosses). Schmidt–Lambert diagram,
lower hemisphere.

Table 4
Comparison between joint set properties for the virtual mean set orientations (SV)
and traditional sampling mean set (F) orientations.

Sets (virtual//field) SV_F1//F2 SV_F2// F4 SV_F4//F5

Angular deviation (deg) 14.03 22.20 25.23
Frequency (joint/m) 0.136//0.147 0.126//0.090 0.052//0.049
Mean spacing (m) 7.331//6.805 7.942//11.136 19.060//20.417
Persistence (m) 1–5//1–3 0.5–7//<1 1–6//1–3

Table 5
Geological attitude of the selected planes on Site 2 measured with compass and
calculated by ply2atti algorithm. Angular deviation between measures, number of
digital model faces used for the calculation and shape ratios are included.

Plane Compass
reading

Digital
attitude

Angular
deviation
(deg)

Number
of faces

K P G R

1 220/28 232/28 5.626 40 23.82 0.85 0.14 0.01
2 352/87 008/86 16.001 330 26.11 0.88 0.05 0.07
3 320/73 333/71 12.521 6686 60.76 0.95 0.01 0.04
4 224/82 202/89 23.001 255 62.57 0.95 0.03 0.02
5 160/72 187/86 29.901 411 53.58 0.94 0.01 0.05
6 085/42 063/40 14,517 3918 77.33 0.96 0.02 0.02
7 048/83 029/82 18.862 7960 30.38 0.90 0.02 0.07
8 210/59 208/52 7.191 33 81.17 0.96 0.04 0.00
9 339/76 348/82 10.675 1802 26.67 0.88 0.04 0.07
10 040/81 035/81 4.938 84 80.07 0.96 0.03 0.01
11 334/85 357/71 26.438 190 62.20 0.94 0.04 0.02
12 006/72 008/88 16.120 66 24.15 0.87 0.07 0.06
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The virtual measurements can be affected by factors such as the
photo-resolution, distortions at the edges of the model and sha-
dowing. Besides the general recommendations for good quality
SfM photogrammetric images (non-zoom camera lens, fixed focus
length, good camera resolution, manual control, good light con-
ditions, multiple views) we also recommend the planning of the
photo-surveying taking into account the needed level of detail to
avoid under-sampling due to ground resolution. Both virtual and
field approaches are affected by the planes orientations about the
point of view or the outcrop direction, but in different ways. The
photogrammetric approach favors planes parallel to the outcrop
while the field scanline technique, those perpendicular to the
outcrop.
5. Supplementary material

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at
http://git.io/vqVH0 under a Creative Commons CCO 1.0 Universal
License.
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